(muted): All Lives Matter ghazal
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1. [Dear White People poster]
2. [Drawing of a fetus]
3. #BlackLivesMatter
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4. [Photo of person of color
holding sign that reads:
“If All Lives Matter
Then Why Aren’t
YOU rallying
4
With US???”]
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5. ALL black lives matter. (@marclamonthill)
6. #Trump is a #Bigot (@Debra_Wiley)
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7. That All Lives Matter crowd real quiet today on the #MuslimBan (@KyleKriegerHair)

8. #AllLivesDidntMatter when cops pulled a drive by on a 12 year old Tamir Rice playing in a
8
park, then tried to blame him for his own death (@HollaBlackGirl)
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9. #poc #blacklivesmatter

Could you imagine the outrage if it was the other way around? Racism of any kind is unacceptable. This is pure anti-white. #AllLivesMatter
(@MichaelQuin4)
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We all belong to God #ProtectTheUnborn #DefundPP #AllLivesMatter (@Karee_news)

I hate when it's trendy to hate white people #AllLivesMatter (@Jenn_Abrams)
Yes me too Jenna. Hey, maybe they could move to where there aren't any and live in a mud hut, swat flies, and wait for food from white guys
(@luvreagan)
#AllLivesMatter
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Ummmm. Because a lot of us that know that ALL Lives matter are busy working. Maybe some people with so much time on their hands should
try it. I love good, honest people. Race is not an issue
#AllLivesMatter
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ALL lives matter. > RT @marclamonthill ALL black lives matter. (@piersmorgan)
#AllLivesMatter
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45 isn't a bigot, Other than being pissed off he won the election. Name one thing that he has DONE that makes him a bigot. #AllLivesMatter
(@proud_patriot17)
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You must be a special kind of stupid. (@whiteprivilegedoesntexist12)

At that moment, a cop doesn't know what one has. Would you scream justice for the cop had it been a real gun? #YesTheLifeMattered
(@kylemorgan0918)
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I Shouldn't Apologize Just Because I'm White

Call me racist if you want to, but I’m not going to apologize for something a small percentage of white people did over 100 years ago. No one
alive today has experienced that so stop complaining.
And seriously?? White people were not the first to enslave others. Biblically, people were “slaves” all the time (although in the Bible, with God’s
people anyway, slaves only worked until their debt was paid), and all of them were colored people!!
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10. Where was “All Lives Matter” from 1619-1968? (@sun-i-am)

So I’m NOT going to apologize.
I do not oppress people of color.
I do not oppress anyone.
I am not oppressing anyone by how I talk or where I live or what I do or how I dress.
I am not sorry for being white, nor am I sorry for being ME.
If God didn’t want me to be white then I would not be white.
If God didn’t want white people then there would not be white people.
I CAN tell you what He doesn’t want though and that’s all this hate that’s being spread around just because of someone’s race or lifestyle???
Can’t we all just love one another? Wasn’t that the greatest commandment Jesus gave to His people?
Even If you’re not a Christian, can’t we all just learn to love?
It’s not that hard. It really isn’t. (@congratsyoureafloweyapprovedidiot)
#alllivesmatter
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